
INSPECTION RECORD 
 
 
Region:  III  Inspection Report No. 2018001 License No. 21-32838-01 
  Docket No. 030-38500 
 
Licensee: Department of the Army 
 TACOM Life Cycle Management Command 
 ATTN: AMSTA-CSC-Z 
 6501 East 11 Mile Road 
 Warren, MI 48397-5000 
 
Location Inspected:  Same as above 
  
 
Licensee Contact:  Karen Lapajenko McGuire, RSO Telephone No. 586-282-7635 
 
Program Code:  03124 Priority:  5 
 
Type of Inspection: (  ) Initial (X) Routine (  ) Announced 
 (  ) Special  (X) Unannounced 
 
Last Inspection Date:  07/26/2018 Date of This Inspection:  11/27/2018, with continued in-

office review through 04/10/2019 
 
Next Inspection Date:  11/27/2023 (X) Normal (  ) Reduced 
 

Justification for reducing the routine inspection interval:  N/A 
 
Summary of Findings and Actions: 
 

(  ) No violations cited, clear U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Form 591 or 
regional letter issued 

(X) Non-cited violations (NCVs) 
(  ) Violation(s), Form 591 issued 
(  ) Violation(s), regional letter issued 
(  ) Follow-up on previous violations 
 
 

Inspector: Luis Nieves, Health Physicist 
 
 /RA/   Date   05/06/2019  

  Signature 
 
Approved: Aaron T. McCraw, Chief, MIB 
 

 /RA/   Date:  05/06/2019  
  Signature 
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PART I – LICENSE, INSPECTION, INCIDENT/EVENT AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY 
 
1. AMENDMENTS AND PROGRAM CHANGES SINCE LAST INSPECTION: 

 
AMENDMENT # DATE SUBJECT 
7 8/21/14 Updated location of use and new RSO 
 

 
2. INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY: 

 
Previous inspections under this license were conducted on July 26, 2018 (Anniston, AL); 
August 21, 2014 (Tacoma, WA); July 29 and 31, 2014 (Anniston, AL, and Albany, GA); 
and January 28, 2014 (Warren, MI).  One violation was identified during the  
January 28, 2014 inspection, regarding the failure to maintain control and constant 
surveillance of licensed material.  Specifically, the licensee lost control of two chemical 
agent monitors. 
 

3. INCIDENT/EVENT HISTORY: 
 
The inspector reviewed the circumstances of the four open Nuclear Material Events 
Database (NMED) items with licensee personnel and are discussed individually below. 
 
NMED No. 150483 
On August 20, 2015, the licensee reported that two chemical agent detection devices 
(CADs), Model M8A1, each with up to 300 microcuries (uCi) of americium-241 (AM-241), 
were being sold on eBay.  The licensee initiated an investigation to retrieve the devices; 
however, the licensee questioned the ownership of the material, because no CADs from 
the Army license were reported as missing.  Other federal agencies use similar devices, 
and the devices can be obtained under a general license.  The licensee forwarded the 
obtained information to other federal agencies for appropriate action.  Due to the low 
safety significance of the material, the NRC is planning no further action, unless 
additional information is uncovered.  This NMED item is considered closed.  
 
NMED No. 160299 
On July 14, 2016, the licensee reported a lost CAD M8A1 that contained 250 uCi  
of Am-241.  The device was lost during the turn-in process somewhere between the 
Blue Grass Army Depot in Kentucky and the Pine Bluff Arsenal in Arkansas.  The Army 
conducted searches of the suspected whereabouts and interviewed the two units that 
where using the device but could not locate the missing device.  The licensee believes 
that the device was lost because proper check-in/check-out procedures were not 
followed.  For corrective action, the Army is requiring that if a unit takes a device from 
storage that the same unit will put it back into storage, instead of transferring it another 
unit to put into storage.  The resultant NRC enforcement action is detailed in Part II, 
Section 4 of this inspection record.  This NMED item is considered closed.  
 
NMED No. 160484 
On November 11, 2016, the licensee reported a package lost in transit by a common 
carrier.  The package contained an assortment of hydrogen-3 (H-3) products, totaling 
45.06 Curies.  The shipping company claimed that, according to their records, the 
package was received by the licensee; however, the package received was a different 
package using the same taking number.  The licensee conducted a wall-to-wall search 
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to verify that package was not received elsewhere at the facility.  Due to the fact that this 
material went missing outside of NRC’s jurisdiction (i.e., in transit), the NRC plans no 
further action, unless additional information is uncovered.  This NMED item is consider 
closed. 
 
NMED No. 190082 
On February 20, 2019, the licensee reported a package lost in transit by a common 
carrier.  The package contain six improved chemical agent monitors (ICAMs) and two 
chemical agent monitors (CAMs), each containing a nominal 10-millicurie nickel-63 (Ni-
63) source.  The devices were being shipped to the Pine Bluff Arsenal for 
demilitarization and ultimate disposal.  The package never arrived at the final 
destination, and the common carrier declared the package lost.  Due to the fact that this 
material went missing outside of NRC’s jurisdiction (i.e., in transit), the NRC plans no 
further action, unless additional information is uncovered.  This NMED item is consider 
closed. 

 
 
PART II – INSPECTION DOCUMENTATION 
 
1. ORGANIZATION AND SCOPE OF PROGRAM: 
 

The Department of the Army TACOM Lifecycle Management Command is authorized to 
possess and use a variety of military control devices and chemical agent detectors 
containing H-3, Ni-63, or Am-241.  The licensee was also authorized to possess 
promethium-147 (Pm-147) for collection and disposal. The licensee was authorized to 
use and store radioactive material at numerous locations listed on the license as part of 
its military activities.  The licensee has significantly decreased the amount of devices in 
its inventory since the last inspection.  The licensee no longer possesses any Pm-147 
and is retiring all the devices that contain Am-241.   
 
SCOPE OF INSPECTION:  
 
Inspection Procedure(s) Used:  87124 
 
Focus Areas Evaluated:  All 
 
Through interviews with the radiation safety officer (RSO) and several licensee 
employees, the inspector found that the licensee’s staff was knowledgeable and 
conscientious of radiation protection principles and licensee procedures for use, storage, 
transportation, and disposal of radioactive material.  The inspector reviewed a selection 
of licensee records for inventories, material transfer, disposal, and audits.  The inspector 
also reviewed the licensee’s training materials and shipping papers.   
 

3. INDEPENDENT AND CONFIRMATORY MEASUREMENTS: 
 

None; the licensee does not possess radioactive material at its Warren, Michigan facility.  
 
4. VIOLATIONS, NCVs, AND OTHER SAFETY ISSUES: 

 
On November 27, 2018, the inspector noted one violation of NRC requirements:  
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Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 20.1802 states that the 
licensee shall control and maintain constant surveillance of licensed material that 
is in a controlled or unrestricted area that is not in storage. 

 
Contrary to the above, on April 21, 2016, the licensee failed to maintain control 
and constant surveillance of licensed material that was not in storage.  
Specifically, the licensee failed to maintain control and constant surveillance of a 
chemical agent alarm containing a 250 uCi of Am-241. 

 
The root cause was failure to follow procedure when turning in the equipment, 
specifically the unit that retrieved the device from storage gave it to different unit to put it 
back in to storage and did not provided the required receipt as stipulated by your 
procedure when a CAA exchanges units.  As corrective actions, each unit will turn-in 
their own equipment rather than having one unit turn-in equipment from another unit.   
 
Because the licensee identified the violation through its audit and accountability program 
and corrected the violation, this violation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation 
(NCV), consistent with Section 2.3.2 of the Enforcement Policy 

 
5. PERSONNEL CONTACTED: 

 
# Karen Lapajenko McGuire – RSO  
#  Attended exit meeting on April 10, 2019.  

 
 

-END- 


	Inspector: Luis Nieves, Health Physicist

